
 

 

Online Learning in the Senior School – An Update  

 

Staff and students have made vast and speedy progress in their knowledge and use of 

technology since the first lockdown in March 2020. I never cease to be impressed by how 

we have all adapted to utilising TEAMS and Google Classroom to provide the very best 

“live” teaching to our students. Staff are so keen to get this right for their subject and 

students; many indulge in weekend and out of hours training! They love sharing their 

new discoveries and trialling them in their lessons.  

We have not stopped and the journey is still continuing, it hasn’t always been easy but 

together team SION would like to share a snapshot of our favourite tools, apps, tips and 

tricks for exciting teaching and learning. Students at SION are truly blessed to have 

such a wonderful variety of highly progressive and interactive lessons online. 

Here is a snapshot of what our students and staff have been doing in remote lessons. 

 

Google Slides  

Mrs Rossat has really gone the extra mile here to create from scratch a series of 

fabulous interactive slides to support students in Year 8 learning about transformation 

of shapes. An exercise usually carried out in the classroom involving squared paper. 

However, rather than leave this conceptually challenging module till we return to face 

to face teaching, she has accepted the gauntlet and produced something that I actually 

believe actively promotes cognition !  

In each slide the students can move the mirror lines (red) and rotate and move the spare 

(blue) shapes to decide how best to answer the question. 

 The students worked through the slides in real time receiving support verbally or via 

personal comments and then submit their work for marking. Wonderful! 



 

Jamboard – a Google Classroom add in that enables students and 

teachers to collaborate in real time  

 

Ms Ghinn has enjoyed using this feature with her year 12/13 Psychology students. 

Students produce their Post -it Note comments and information to collaborate and 

create class revision sheets. Ms Ghinn can also clearly see who remembers the most 

details and understands what has been taught previously and those who may need 

further support. 

 

 

Spiral.ac – this app enables real time exciting formative 

assessment with students. This can include rapid fire quizzes, 

discussions and collaborative team presentations and turning 

videos into interactive teaching tools. 



Here you can pose a questions and then all students can give their answers 

independently. The teacher can allow the students to see all the other students’ 

answers, none of them or selectively share an answer. 

This screenshot from a Year 11 RS lesson shows the teachers view to a question posed. 

Names have been blanked to preserve our hardworking student’s anonymity. 

 

 

 

 

 An online Interactive Whiteboard tool for teachers and classrooms 

Miss Wylie likes to use this feature to check and give individual feedback to her Year 13 

Chemistry students when answering questions about structural formula, completing 

stoichiometry calculations and tricky Nuclear Magnetic Resonance questions ( H NMR 

#if you know you know !)  

 

 

 An add on for Google Slides which provides real engagement and 

fully interactive learning opportunities.  

Our Modern Foreign Language department adore Pear Deck and its interactive 

features.  



Ms Garcia was teaching Spanish to the Year 8 students below to help them revise and 

use adjectives to describe physical appearances. The students had to draw pictures of 

the people being described on each sentence. A winning combination of Art and Spanish!  

 

 

Students regularly use the features to translate from English to Spanish in real time 

and work on their grammar skills. 

 

Mme Couture “perfects” her French student’s revision skills using the genius 

interactivity of Pear Deck slides. 

 



Frau Nicholas is also keeping our students on their grammar toes in German lessons. 

 

 

-an online interactive teaching tool to make videos, power points 

and slides interactive and hosting a range of collaborative features for 

students like polls, discussion boards and games. 

Ms Holloway and the English team have been using collaboration boards to promote 

class discussion and share student’s ideas in real time. In this lesson year 11 students 

discuss documentation. 

 

 

Simulations 

Whilst the science labs are not open the scientists have made great use of the “Virtual 

Labs” available online. 

Year 11 Physics students completed their experiments on refraction of light using the 

PHET simulation and then continued with their graphs, calculations and conclusions in 

Google Docs in real time. Mr Conway is maintaining Sion’s high standards of scientific 

analysis for all students. 



 

Year 13 students modelled radioactive decay using dice at home to collaborate to 

produce half-life decay data for analysis. 

 

  



Miss Davis is completing her final A level Biology practical assessment with Year 13 

using a virtual and real field study using quadrats to explore how an abiotic variable 

affects the biodiversity of an area. This will be accompanied by statistical testing using 

Spearman’s Rank to see if there is a “real” correlation.   
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